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Upcoming Events 

December 3 – IARC Meeting – Peel-n-Stick & Coney Night
~~~~

January 7 – IARC Meeting – Details TBA
~~~~

February 4 – IARC Meeting – Finish Hamfest details
~~~~

February 12 – League Night Dinner – Details TBA
~~~~

February 13 – Hamfest
~~~~

March 4 – IARC Meeting – Details TBA
~~~~

March ?? - Skywarn Training – Details TBA
~~~~

April 2 – IARC Meeting – Details TBA



ARRL VE Test Sessions

This column is no longer be available in this newsletter

visit www.arrl.org/finding-an-exam-session 

DX, WLOTA® & IOTA Updates
bulletin was made possible with information provided by

NC1L, QRZ DX, The Daily DX, The Weekly DX, the OPDX Bulletin, DXNL,
Contest Corral from QST and the ARRL Contest Calendar ARRL web site and WA7BNM web

sites.  Thanks to all.

 Dissolution of Netherlands Antilles Creates Four New DXCC Entities

The dissolution of the Netherlands Antilles has caused changes to the DXCC List. As per the 
DXCC rules, the two Netherlands Antilles DXCC entities will be deleted and moved to the 
Deleted Entities List.

Four new entities will be added to the DXCC List: (1) Curacao; (2) Saint Maarten; (3) Saba and 
St Eustatius, and (4) Bonaire. The event date and time for these changes was 0400 UTC, 
October 10, 2010.

Confirmations for these new entities will be accepted for credit starting January 1, 2011. Other 
administrative changes and actions will be announced as they are finalized.

PERU, OA.  Special event station OC80A is QRV until the end of 2010 in celebration of the 
80th anniversary of the Radio Club Peruano. QSL via OA4O.
 
ANTARCTICA.  Lars, SM4TUV is QRV as 3Y8XSA from the Norwegian Polar Research 
Station Troll in Queen Maud Land until December 2011.  QSL to home call.
 
GERMANY, DA.  Special event station DL20Y2DM is QRV from Bremen until August 31, 
2011 to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the German reunification.  QSL via bureau.

SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS.  IOTA NA-005 Lee is QRV as DT8A and has been active 
using SSB on 20 meters around 2130z.  QSL via HL2FDW.

http://www.arrl.org/finding-an-exam-session


BONAIRE, PJ4.  IOTA SA-006 Hennie, PE1MAE is QRV as PJ4/home call for four months. 
Activity is on the HF bands.  QSL via PA2NJC.

SWEDEN, SM.  Stephan, SM1YRA will be QRV as SM5YRA from Faro Island, IOTA 
EU-020, from November 7 to 19.  Activity is holiday style on the HF bands using SSB and 
digital modes.  QSL to home call.

GABON, TR.  IOTA AF-043 Vincent, F4BXW is QRV as TR8GV from Libreville until 
November 23.  Activity is on the HF band using SSB.  QSL to home call.

MACQUARIE ISLAND, VK0.  IOTA AN-005  Kevin, VK4KEV is QRV as VK0KEV for 
about eighteen months while on work assignment.  Activity is on 40 and 20 meters using SSB 
and digital modes in his spare time.  QSL to home call.

VIET NAM, XV.  Retu, OH4MDY is QRV as XV2RZ until November 29. Activity is on the 
HF bands.  This may include 30 meters.  QSL direct to home call.

OPERATIONS APPROVED FOR DXCC CREDIT.  The following operations are
approved for DXCC credit:  Burundi, 9U1KI, 9U1RSI, 9U1VO, 9U4T, 2010 operations; 
Bhutan, A51A, 2010 operation, and Afghanistan, T6MB, 2010 operation.

OPERATION APPROVED FOR DXCC CREDIT.  The following operation is
approved for DXCC credit:  Guinea-Bissau, J5NAR, 2010 operation

 

 
 

New ARES® Rules & Operation Guidelines 
For the past several months, Ohio Section Emergency Coordinator Jack Sovik, KB8WPZ, 
worked with Ohio Section District Emergency Coordinators to develop a policy that will help 
county level Emergency Coordinators keep track of who they actually have on their active 
rosters. 

In several parts of the Section, many ARES groups have found they have volunteers officially 
signed –up in multiple counties.  Having Hams volunteer within multiple counties is a great 
practice, and highly encouraged by the SEC and myself. Where the SECs concerns lie is the
issue of ECs not exactly knowing who they have as an “official” volunteer. In a scenario where 
Joe Ham is called by three ECs, each thinking they have Joe solely on their roster, will cause 
confusion and wasted time. The policy listed below will help alleviate that scenario.

The policy is as follows:



Ohio Section ARES® Volunteer Policy 
In many s ituations, Amateur Radio volunteers  may work with numerous  
Amateur Radio Emergency Service® (ARE S®) units  within their surrounding 
home or work area s. While the Ohio Se ction encourages  mutual aid and 
a s si stance, it is  important that county A RE S  unit know exactly who they 
have available on their c all out rosters. Two  or more counties  believing  
they each have a  s aid A R E S  volunteers  do not serve the call out c apability 
of the A R E S, and will c ause  confusion during an a ctual a ctivation.
 
For this  rea son, The Ohio S e ction A R E S  is  implementing the following 
policy for A R E S  volunteers:
 
An AR E S  volunteer must have a  s i gned A R E S  identification card (ARRL 
FSD-224 or equivalent) is sued by the A RE S  county they live clo se st to, and 
can respond to, within the shortest amount of time. Normally this  will be 
the county in which they live. A R E S  volunteers  are not to be is sued 
identification cards  from multiple county AR E S  groups, and are to reside on 
one A R E S  call out roster only. Di strict Emergency Coordinators  are to 
oversee all county AR E S  rosters  to ensure A R E S  volunteers  are not 
duplicated.
 
Any A RE S  volunteer who insi st s  that they officially belong  to an AR E S  
group outside their normal A RE S  County of residence must be authorized 
by the Di strict Emergency Coordinator. The DEC  will ensure that the A RE S  
member can respond rea sonably to the AR E S  unit a s si gned when 
a ctivated.  The E C  of the A RE S  group in which the volunteer is  a  non-
resident will place such volunteer a s  a  secondary tier c all-out. All 
volunteers  on the secondary section of the call out roster will be called up 
after primary volunteers.
 
A R E S  volunteers  may always, and are encouraged to, a s si st with 
neighboring AR E S  groups  in a  training environment such a s  public service 
events, drills, and exerci se s .  Thi s  policy is  in effect to ensure county level 
Emergency Coordinators  have an accurate roster of volunteers  available.

If you have any questions regarding this policy, please contact your EC. The DEC’s and SEC 
are also available to help with any questions and/or concerns. It is not the intention of this 
policy to impede on any mutual cooperation between Counties or Districts.



I wish to thank SEC Sovik, and all the DECs who came together for the past few months to 
develop this policy. The policy will become part of the Ohio Section Emergency Response 
Plan, and Ohio Section EC/DEC guidelines.  

SEC Sovik indicates this is a first step in improving the ARES program in the Ohio Section. 
Many other issues such as training, focus on professionalism, and relationships with our served 
agencies are being addresses, and you will hear more about these in the next few months.

ARRL Ohio Section
Section Manager: Frank J Piper, KI8GW
ki8gw@arrl.org

The Ohio Section Emergency Response Plan is at www.arrlohio.org under the ARES link

Self Training Online

If you are really serious about emergency communications then this will be of interest to you. 
The Federal Emergency Management (FEMA) has online courses that are FREE of charge. 
Many of these are things anyone involved in emergency communications should learn.

The Big ones that all agencies now have to follow are the IS-100, IS-200, & IS-700 courses. 
These cover incident command and how it works and the IS-700 is the National Incident 
Management. While some ask why do we need to bother with these, the answer is simple. 
ARES will be following the guidelines of ICS and NIMS at any disaster situation as will all the 
other agencies involved. We need to know how and where we fit in these plans and how things 
will run with all the involved agencies so we do not look lost and dumbfounded.

FEMA also has a great many other sessions online one of which is the IS-22 “Are You Ready” 
an in-depth guide to citizen preparedness. IS-7 “A Citizens Guide to Disaster Assistance” , 
IS-55 “ Household Hazardous Materials” , to name a few. Again these are all free and are well 
worth a look. These can be found at http://training.fema.gov/IS/crslist.asp  If you do take these 
courses let your DEC & EC know when you get your certificate(s) Also anyone in college 
some of these count for credits of which information is on the FEMA website listed above.

Here is a vintage station advertisment.

http://training.fema.gov/IS/crslist.asp
http://www.arrlohio.org/


THEY ARE HERE
By Myron Baughman N8YOA

ASTEROIDS NEAR THE EARTH FOR THE  MONTHS OF 
 NOV 7, 2010  TO JAN 7, 2011

3838 Epona Nov 7 76.8 LD 14 3.4 km
2005 QY151 Nov 16 77.7 LD 17 1.3 km
2008 KT Nov 23 5.6 LD 21 10 m
2002 EZ16 Nov 30 73.9 LD 16 1.0 km
2000 JH5 Dec 7 47 LD - 1.5 km
2010 JL33 Dec 9 16.6 LD 13 1.3 km
2008 EA32 Jan 7 76.5 LD - 2.1 km

FOR SOLAR FLARES AND OTHER SPACE INFORMATION TYPE IN YOUR WEB 
SEARCH TO  WWW.SPACEWEATHER.COM  THERE IS A LOT OF GOOD 
INFORMATION THERE FOR  AMATEUR USE.  IT IS A GOOD PLACE TO SEE THE 
SUN SPOTS AS THAT PAGE HAS LIVE VIDEO AVAILABLE 

THEY ALSO LIST  SOLAR ACTIVITIES FOR THE SUN WHICH SHOWS WHY 
SOME OF THE BANDS BEEN BAD AT TIMES

Tips from ARES Tipster N5FDL

Two quick tips: The PDF version of the ARRL's ARES Field Resources Manual (downloadable) 
looks really great on my iPhone. I also use a free/paid service called Evernote to keep all my 
frequency lists, equipment manuals, phone lists, ARES logo artwork, ICS forms, documents, 
etc., available wherever I go. It works on smartphones, desktops, and portables, just like a good 
cloud app should. I can email anything I am keeping in Evernote from inside the program, 
which is cool. Need an ARES membership application? I can send you one right now from my 
phone. -- David Coursey, N5FDL [check out David's excellent news/blog site here. -- ed.]

 

http://www.n5fdl.com/
http://www.evernote.com/
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/ARESFieldResourcesManual.pdf
http://WWW.SPACEWEATHER.COM/
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=2008 EA32&orb=1
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=2010 JL33&orb=1
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=2000 JH5&orb=1
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=2002 EZ16&orb=1
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=2008 KT&orb=1
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=2005 QY151&orb=1
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=3838 Epona&orb=1


From Times Past
A look back at some past IARC newsletters

By  original editor Edwin Fensch W8SOU 
& current editor Jay Bookwalter  KC8GNL 

This month we look at the newsletter from September  1968.

September 1968

The key headline in this issue was “Biggest Field Day Held At Keil's Farm” It was mentioned 
that this was “IRC's most elaborate and most highly attended field day exercise held at Ralph 
Keil WA8MXZ's farm on Touby Road on June 22 & 23.” It said that he had hosted the field day 
for the last three years and had provided IRC members with an excellant location for the annual 
event. They has 24 operators and potential operators during the two day event.

Equipment reached an all-time high for this exercise. Three trailers were parked at Keil's farm 
for the use of members, a house trailer, and two panal trucks were all made available to the 
members. One trailer was furnished by Dick Fisher WA8MXQ, one by courtesy of the Wrasse 
Trailer Sales who parked a 28-foot trailer for the IRC members, and one camping trailer was 
loaned by Mr Calhoun of the Bookwalter Realty Company. Mr Pratt of Ontario to help his 
Novice son, Randy drove in his house car and thereby made spaces for two operating stations. 
John Lehman WA8MHO and Kenneth Portz both brought in panel trucks which were used as 
operating stations.

Photo from the Sept 1968 IRC News Bulletin.

Following is a list of the equipment, bands, main operator, and locations on which the IRC 
group operated during the Field day:
2-meters – house trailer – Ken Portz – Gonset II
15-meters, 40 meters, 80 meters – house trailer – Ron Ruley – (equipment not listed.)
15-meters – Fisher's trailer – Dick Fisher – Swan Tranceiver.
20-meters, 80-meters – Wrasse trailer – John Lehman – Eico 753
40-meters – Hi-Lo trailer – Chuck Bookwalter – SR 160

http://www.arrl.org/


75-meters - “outside” - Gordon Sponsellor – Heath WH-12
80 meters – Wrasse trailer – Jack Barr & Jake Erndt– Viking II

Power for the emergency stations was provided through two portable units, one furnished by 
the Red Cross and one by the Skill Corporation. Gasoline was provided by Standard Oil 
Company of Ohio and soft drinks were furnished by Pepsi Company.
At 2:00PM on Sunday Afternoon, a picnic was served to all members still working at the farm. 
Over 30 members and their families enjoyed the dinner.
After dinner the operators piched in and dismantled the antennas and stations. Over 15 antennas 
were counted as temporarily installed on the farm.
Sunday morning, June 23rd, Dick Fisher prepared a breakfast of pancakes and ham which was 
quickly eaten by the operators who worked thru the night.The weather for the exercise was 
ideal – quite a contrast to last years cold and stormy weekend. The club made a total of 750 
contacts. Two operators Chuck Bookwalter and Craig Smucker set some kind of club record for 
the IRC field day activities when they made a total of 294 contacts during the weekend which 
they maintained on 80 meters. The club used Eldon Heck's call sign W8PO during the event.
There is litte doubt that the 1968 Field Day , so far as the IRC is concerned (in 1968) was the 
most successful from the standpoint of number of stations in operation, equipment setup, 
cooperation from local organizations and industries, and the number of IRC members and their 
families involved.

Special thanks were given to the Keil's for their hospitality on the farm, to the Pepasi company, 
the Skill corporation, Wrasse Trailer sales, and those members who brought trailers, equipment, 
and the XYLs who prepared the food and served it. 

The IRC Bulletin as it was called was celebrating it's 10th year as the club's newsletter. It was 
stated that “Club Papers, it has been discovered, are the secret of a successful club. Without 
these personal and local bulletins, club's find it difficult to maintain membership and to entice 
members to meetings.” “ During the present year, it would be most helpful if members would 
keep the editor informed of their accomplishments and of the unusual occurences that have 
made ham radio more interesting in this locality. It is difficult to ferret this out on your own; 
consequently the members's assistancewill make the Bulletin more interesting to others.”
(sounds familiar does it not?Seems they had troubles getting articles back then too.hihi)

Five students were graduated from the Red Cross class this spring and all five received their 
Novice licenses.

 During a tornado alert on Tuesday evening June 25th, John Lehman WA8MHO connected with 
the weather bureau with the 75 meter net in operation at the time and was able to make contact 
with the major cities in the midwest, providing information on a tornado condition in indiana 
and weather reports in the storm area. John reports that the weather bureau was “amazed at the 
information he was able to aquire in a brief time”  (lessons learned which is why amateur radio 
and skywarn exist today)



Field day 2011

We are looking for location ideas for the next years Field Day. If you know a good location that 
can accomidate antennas (trees or poles to string them from) let Danny or Jay know. Parks, 
Schools, parking lots, Fire departments, homes or farms, to name some possibilities.

Saddly we will not be able to use Thermo-Disc park anymore due to some damages done last 
year. So again a new location is being sought and if you have a location in mind let us know at 
the next meeting. This will allow time to look at the different locations. Contact Danny at 
kb8stk1@hotmail.com or Jay at kc8gnl@gmail.com 

November 5 2010 IARC General Meeting Notes

Before the meeting began, our interim EMA director, Jim Southward introduced himself and 
thanked us for all of the help we provide in times of need.  Once this was finished, all of those 
present introduced themselves with their names and call signs.

Treasurers Report:  Dean, KB8MG said that as of this meeting we had.  Regular savings: 
$247.31, Dues: 9.27, Maser Savings: 1933.38, Checking: 1158.67.

Membership:  Tom, N8TWM said that as of this meeting we had a total of 49 members with 3 
additional members paying their dues at tonight’s meeting for a grand total of 52 paid 
members.  Danny, KB8STK said that our club has N3FJP's Ham Club Database software which 
will be very helpful to those in the membership committee to know the status of each member. 
It will soon be installed on various members’ computers to help with keeping better status of 
our club members along with important information relating to them. 

Tech Committee:  Danny said that we did not have any members of the Tech Committee 
present at tonight’s meeting for various reasons.  He said that if anyone has any questions or 
concerns they can let him know and he would be glad to pass them on to the appropriate 
committee members.  He said that Harry, K8HF will try to get the IRLP node on the .36 
repeater back up and running in the near future.  He also said that at the previous evening’s 
board meeting, they approved the sale of the generator to Jack, K8RT. 

Health and Welfare:  Jay, KC8GNL said that Phil and Pat Ackerman will be celebrating their 
50th wedding anniversary the weekend of this meeting.  

Ham Fest:  Danny, KB8STK said that the board approved to keep Johnny’s Mattress and 
furniture at the fairgrounds the same day we have our Ham Fest.  He said that he would like for 
us to work with the fairboard to make sure the parking lots are better plowed this year if we 
have a large amount of snow on the ground.  
Next he said that he would have Steve, KD8GRM hold off on the purchase of the advanced 

mailto:kc8gnl@gmail.com
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door prizes until the December 3rd   General meeting so that if anyone would like to purchase a 
Wouxun HT they can add it to his bulk purchase for a better price.  If you do want Steve to add 
your radio to this bulk purchase, please bring your money ($125) to the December 3rd meeting. 
At this time, we had a very long discussion of who would run which jobs at the Ham Fest. 
Mark, KC8MKL said that he would not be able to run this year’s Talk In, however he would 
help in any way he can.  Danny, KB8STK asked who would want to take his place with this? 
No one volunteered.  We decided to hold off for now in filling this opening.
 
Danny, KB8STK said that the group who recently purchased the used emergency squad is 
going to try to raffle a Wouxun mobile radio at our Ham Fest if they are available at that time. 
He also said that the IARC will also try to raffle one as well for additional income for the club. 
This is in addition to the Icom 718 HF rig, power supply and two Wouxun HT’s which will be 
the main prizes at this years Ham Fest.  If anyone is interested in purchasing one of these new 
HT’s, they should get in touch with Steve, KD8GRM before the December meeting.  Kris, 
KD8JBF said that he and another ham from the Ashland Radio club are in talks with Wouxun 
so that their 2-way radio company can be a retailer of Wouxun radios.  If this arrangement can 
be worked out, they may also be able to get these radios at a good price. 

Education:  The Education team began their Cram Session for the Technician license earlier 
this evening so no one from this committee was present.  

ARES:  Jay, KC8GNL said that new ARES rules are being implemented.  These new rules will 
limit each ARES member to only one ARES group at a time.  They prefer that you belong to 
the ARES group which you live in.  However, there will be acceptions to this rule.  For more 
information on these changes, please visit:
http://www.arrl-ohio.org/SEC/default.htm     
Next Jay, KC8GNL talked about how we as Amateur Radio operators are becoming more 
important than ever in emergency communication plans for various organizations throughout 
the state.  He said that he has appointed Phil Ackerman, N8PA as one of his assistant DEC’s. 
He will be very helpful to Jay in putting together training programs which will help us be even 
more valuable in times of need!  
Next Danny, KB8STK said that he has been approached by the Sheriff’s department and was 
asked if our Fox Hunting skills could be put to work if a nursing home has a client accidentally 
walk away?  They are starting to put transmitters on clients so they are easier to track.  Anyone 
wishing to help with this will have to take a 20-hour class.  Danny said that he will let us know 
when the next class takes place for anyone who would like to participate. 
Next we talked about the upcoming Peal and Stick meeting which always takes place at the 
December meeting.  We talked about who would order what supplies for this annual IARC 
tradition. 

Special Events:  Dan, AB8SI thanked those who participated with the Jamboree on the Air 
(JOTA) which was held on October 16th at the Richland Mall. 
Danny, KB8STK said that we will not be needed at the biathlon which is to be held at the Mid-
Ohio Sports Car Course on November 6th.  
At this time he also told us that we are no longer welcome to hold our Field Day activities or 
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any others at the Therm-O-Disc Park in Mansfield.  We tossed around several different options 
of where we can have it but nothing was finalized. 

Invitation:  Next Rick, KK8O said that a member of the Crawford County Radio Club will be 
putting on a program about him rebuilding his novis Amateur Radio station from the 1960’s. 
This program will be held at the Galion library on Wednesday, November 10th at 7:00 PM and 
is open to everyone.

New Business:  Danny, KB8STK reminded us that Jay needs news articles by the 10th of each 
month for publication in the club’s newsletter. Send to kc8gnl@embarqmail.com 
Harry, K8HF reminded us that our club’s liability insurance is due on the 5th of December. 

At this time, no further business was brought up.  George, KD8BKF won the 50-50 drawing

Kris, KD8JBF made a motion to adjourn the meeting and Myron, N8YOA seconded, motion 
passed.

Respectfully submitted,

Mark Dailey
 KC8MKL
         

Past Meeting Minutes
From 1944 thru 1986

As some of you know I have been working on transcribing the past meeting minutes into one 
file which I hope to put on CDs. I will also make these minutes available to anyone who would 
like a copy. It will be a large file and is over 165 pages so far with just a few more to go. Lots 
of interesting history in these minutes from the past years. If you would like a copy let me 
know and once I get them completed, I will send them out to those who request them.

It has been a fun project especially trying to decipher some of the writting as some of the early 
minutes were hand written. I have to admit a few I could not read and made point of that when 
it occured. There are a few club rosters included when they were in the books with the minutes 
so if you wondered who was part of the club or want to see what call signs were issued this 
might interest you. I will include a few of these minutes in the Times Past column from time to 
time but the complete file is still interesting to read. So again if you would like a copy sent via 
email or a CD (may be a minimal cost for the CDs that has yet to be determined)  when I get 
them done let me know. kc8gnl@embarqmail.com  

mailto:kc8gnl@embarqmail.com
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Zen and the Art of Radiotelegraphy

By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU

One thing that I find amusing about Morse Code is that the more people claim that it’s dead, the 
more people there are that rise up to defend and promote it. Note that I said "defend and 
promote it," not actually use it, but that topic is for another column.

Having said that, let me direct you to a new tome on our ancient art, Zen and the Art of 
Radiotelegraphy by Carlo Consoli, IK0YGJ. This book is available as a free download in the 
original Italian (http://www.qsl.net/ik0ygj/enu/ZART_ita_v20100826.pdf) and in an English 
translation (http://www.qsl.net/ik0ygj/enu/ZART_r20101008m.pdf).

What makes this book different from others is that instead of concentrating on the mechanics of 
learning and using Morse Code, the author spends a good deal of time talking about the 
psychology of learning this skill. To succeed in learning Morse Code, Consoli advises that we 
need to change our approach to learning:

"When learning CW, therefore, we must establish a new component in our self-image 
and, when doing so, we need to be relaxed. Always practice during the same time of day 
and in a place where you can experience positive feelings of comfort and pleasure. 
When we make a mistake we are always ready to blame ourselves. This is the way we 
learnt from our environment during childhood, often accepting any fault as our own 
error or weakness.

This potentially destructive mechanism can be used to build a positive self-image, rather  
than demolish it. A mistake must be considered a signal, pointing us in the right 
direction. If you fail, let your mistake pass away, with no blame or irritation. Learn CW 
in a relaxed mood, enjoy the pleasure of learning something new, repeat your exercises 
every day and be confident in the self-programming abilities of your self-image. Just a 
few minutes a day: you can take care of your 'more serious' stuff later on."

Consoli also has some interesting things to say about getting faster. He agrees with me that it’s 
essential to abandon pencil and paper and start copying in one’s head. We also agree that at this 
point, you need to start using a paddle instead of a straight key.

He has analyzed the situation a lot more than I have, though. When hams ask me how I learned 
to copy in my head, all I can do is to relate my own experience, which is that one day, I just 
went cold turkey. I put down the pencil and paper and never copied letter-by-letter ever again.

Unfortunately, that doesn't seem to work for a lot of operators. If that doesn't work for you, 
Consoli says that what you need to do is to program yourself to copy in your head. You do this, 
he says, by relaxing and visualizing. Visualize yourself as a high-speed operator, and one day, 
you will be one.

http://www.qsl.net/ik0ygj/enu/ZART_r20101008m.pdf)
http://www.qsl.net/ik0ygj/enu/ZART_ita_v20100826.pdf)


That seems to have worked for him. He is a member of the Very High Speed Club (VHSC), 
First Class Operator’s Club (FOC), and has been clocked at copying over 70 wpm!!!!!

Will it work for you? I'm not sure, but if you haven’t been successful with other methods to 
improve your code speed, then Consoli's methods are certainly worth a try.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
When not pondering the psychology of operating CW, Dan actually operates CW. You'll find 
him almost every day on either 40m, 30m, and as we transition to winter here in North 
America, 80m. You can e-mail him with comments or questions at cwgeek@kb6nu.com  

From the President and ARES® EC

Well another great year of special events is quickly coming to a close. So now it is time to 
really play amateur radio, sit at home keeping warm and chasing the rare DX callsign or trying 
to collect enough callsigns locations for that special certificate. As we amateur's call wallpaper. 
I know myself am after the worked all states certificate.

This winter I would like to hear alot of the new amateur's on the air either rag chewing or trying 
work a big pile up on a band. Always remember their are older amateur operators that love to 
be an Elmer to anyone that needs some guidance never be afraid to ask a question on a problem 
you are having. Because their are some operators that like to make sure we always keep our 
powder dry,(Right Dick N8CJS). Always willing to help.

 I myself have a big job ahead of me alot of new changes are coming down from Homeland 
Security for the ARES programs. But I know like we all know things are a little rough at the 
beginning but it always smooths out. Like the new policy in place on only being in your home 
county.  This will really help us Emergency Coordinators when we have to do a call out, or plan 
an exercise do to. 

Also this does not mean you can not help out our neighboring counties just let your Emergency 
Coordinators know and in turn they will let the District Emergency Coordinator know. This 
way we can not count on you if a emergency happens here as you will be working in a different 
group.. 

This also shows the our counties that we are prepared and ready to help them out in anyway 
possible. I know some of the operators do not like the MARC'S System but I am working with 
Medcentral Mansfield to help us all learn how this system works. So coming down the road 
will be a training class on this and I hope everyone will take advantage of it. It is just another 
tool in our toolbox of knowledge we can use and help out the Hospital's EMA's, ETC.

Now Intercity Amateur Radio Club well December is almost here time to peel a label and stick 
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it on a postcard and eat a Mansfield infamous Coney Island Hot Dog. And thank the late Jack 
Ewers KB8TLN/SK for that one of a kind taste we all love and Mark KC8MKL and Ike really 
enjoy HiHi and I must say I really do too. I really want to thank everyone that helped out with a 
special event's this year because without the club's support and member's support things would 
kind of stop. 

Of course we can not forgot the Mid Winter Hamfest is around the corner. We are always 
looking for help with setting up the hamfest takes alot of members to put this thing together and 
we always have a great time with setup and let's try to see if some of the new amateurs might 
want to help and see how this all comes about for that Sunday in February.  

One last thing this Sunday November 14th is our Fall Radio Foxhunt begins at 10am. Richland 
Mall Cinema Parking lot so everyone is invited to come and see what we do and always glad to 
show you the equipment used and how to hunt ole sly fox. Plus it may well be basic training for 
search and rescue with senior citizens & the sheriff's office!

73
Danny Bailey KB8STK
Richland County Emergency Coordinator (ARES)
Intercity Amateur Radio Club President


